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Welcome to likeable lab

YOUR DIGITAL MARKETING agency IN TAURANGA & HAMILTON
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   Meet the team  




   Get in touch  
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Epic digital marketing starts here


We are likeable lab


Did you know that 80% of consumers find your business online? And that we spend an average of 6 hours a day looking at a screen? That’s a lot of scrolling, liking, mouse clicking, surface pro tapping and, well…. probably a lot more scrolling!

 But hey – for you as a business, a seller of goods, a provider of services – that’s great news. Because online is where your business (and people) can thrive.

  And here at Likeable Lab we can help make that happen!  
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Your agency for digital marketing magic.


   Our Services  
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Website Design


Do you cringe at your website, or sleep easy , knowing it’s far superior to that of your competition? Our website designers and developers will ensure your site not only looks the part, but delivers a smooth online customer experience and achieves optimal search engine results.


   Learn More  


  




VIDEO & ANIMATION


Speak to your clients, engage with your customers, and profile your brand with outstanding video and photo content. Our team of visual and video virtuosos can capture your message, create moving visuals, and collate meaningful images that have your digital marketing speaking a thousand words.


   Learn More  


  





PHOTOGRAPHY


A picture says a thousand words, and we ensure your brand visuals speak volumes. Captivating images are key for first impressions and storytelling. We create resonating visual narratives, ideal for websites, social media, product launches, and content libraries. We make captivating brand visuals a reality.


   Learn More  


  




EMAIL MARKETING


Ready to boost your email strategy? Our tailored emails, more than just promotions, aim to nurture customer relationships and spark conversions. They’re not just messages, but tools to deepen connections, enhance brand loyalty, and drive business growth.


   Learn More  


  





Social Media Marketing


Stressing about what time is best to post? Trying to think of tomorrow’s Instagram reel? And what about the likes, the shares, the engagement? Leave it to us! Our social media marketing gurus can strategise, devise, create, write and upload likeable content that works.




   Learn More  


  




Digital Design


Competing in today’s fast moving digital landscape isn’t easy. We get that. But it is possible, starting with effective digital design. From clicks to forms, sales to leads, there’s an art form to capturing your target audience’s attention. You know your customers; we know digital marketing. We’ll make a pretty good team, don’t you think?


   Learn More  


  





Google Ads


Google Ads. Display Ads. Shopping Ads. Pay-Per-Click Campaigns. All sounding a bit jargony? Yeah, we know…but we also know how each of these digital marketing elements can work for you. As the epitome of search engines, you want your business to be found on Google. We can help with that!




   Learn More  


  




Social Community Management


Talking to your customers? That’s not enough. In our online world you need to listen, engage, and interact with them. Here at Likeable Lab, we love a great online convo, and that’s where our social community management comes in. We’ll take care of your customers, manage your brand’s community engagement, and make sure your followers feel like VIPs (because they are!)


   Learn More  


  





Consulting


If your team is socially savvy but you’re in need of a few strategic suggestions, sounds like you could benefit from our consulting services. They’re designed to help you further develop your online presence. From straightforward strategies to easy-to-implement suggestions, our channel-specific digital marketing plans can be tailored to help you achieve your brand’s digital marketing goals.


   Learn More  
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SHOPIFY DEVELOPMENT


LO BRO'S KOMBUCHA





VIDEO CAMPAIGN


ABER LIVING





   Check out more cool sh*t  
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These cool cats have invested in their digital marketing. Will you?


   get in touch  
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Likeable? You bet we are! And our energetic team of social media specialists, graphic designers, copywriters, content creators, data analysts, videographers, photographers, and Google Ad gurus, are ready to share their passion for all things digital marketing with you. 
Here’s your chance to find out a bit more about us.



   Meet the team  
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TESTIMONIALS


Good vibes
from great
people


   Check out the rest  
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 I have been working with Likeable Lab (formerly LeadSocial) for the past two years as our Social Media Agency. I have found Kim, our Account Manager to be extremely helpful, dedicated and committed to achieving the success of our marketing goals through our social media channels. Kim listens to our needs and briefs and is continuously eager to help us improve our processes, reporting and our general approach to social media. Kim has taken time to understand the nature of our business and some of the challenges we face and always works with us to get the best solution.
 Natasha- Tuatahi First Fibre
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 We have been working with Likeable Lab for some time now across Campaigns, Community Management and Website development. As well as going above and beyond always, the team really understand the tone of voice of our brands and do an amazing job at creating genuine connections with our audiences. The team are results-driven and strives to help us achieve our objectives, keeping us across how things are tracking every step of the way.
 Rai- SoulFresh
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 The Likeable Lab team are super creative, professional and have shown a real ability to understand what we do at Hospice Waikato in a very short period of time.   They are flexible, nothing is too difficult and no deadline is too tight.  Their enthusiasm for what we do at Hospice Waikato is obvious in all our dealings with the entire Likeable Lab team and they are endlessly patient as we grow our knowledge of the social media lingo and of what is possible in the social media space!   They are really growing our online presence – it’s fantastic!
 CHERIE- HOSPICE WAIKATO
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 We have been working with Likeable Lab for the last 2 years and found them through recommendations from a friend (specialist in digital marketing). Our social media content looks professional and personal and more important has helped create more revenue. Maddie has been hands-on, following up and listening to our business needs. The team at Likeable Lab is young, professional and very result-driven. We feel like we have found a business partner who actually cares about our success. Thanks to the whole team and keep up the good work.
 ANNE- PURPOSE FILL
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 Nick, Kim, and the team at Likeable Lab have helped us take Kiwi Camping social media to a whole new level. We get to share our passion for the outdoors with so many more people than we have ever reached in the past, and get so much back from others keen to share their kiwi camping stories. The Likeable lab crew are great to deal with taking care of the day to day admin - post scheduling, audience monitoring etc,  but where we really see value is their expertise behind the scenes – audience targeting, content creation, ad design and insights.
 Dan- Kiwi Camping (Aber Group)
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 We have been using Likeable Lab to help with managing our social media content for a number of years. Their professionalism, responsiveness and contribution to our marketing plan has been outstanding. I highly recommend their services for any business wishing to get ahead in the social media space.
 Norelle- Seeka
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Partnered with the best:
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SIGN UP TO OUR NEWSLETTER!


SIGN UP TO OUR NEWSLETTER!




 CAPTCHA

Full Name   First 

Email(Required) 
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Keep up to date with our latest blog posts – we have some pretty cool content you might like.


   Check out our blog  
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  Pinterest SEO: Optimising Your Pins for Maximum Visibility 
Welcome to the epic world of Pinterest SEO, where the right strategies can boost the visibility of your pins and drive traffic to your website!

  Read More 
  Digital Marketing Strategy: The Power of User Generated Content on TikTok 
Learn how you can turn the millions of people on TikTok into digital marketing assets with the help of user generated content.

  Read More 
  Pinterest for Professionals: How to harness the platform and drive your digital growth and visibility. 
Amongst the ever-changing digital landscape, Pinterest is on the rise creating opportunities for brands and individuals to succeed. Let’s dive deeper into how you can use this platform to drive growth and enhance brand visibility.

  Read More 
  Unveiling the Power of Product Photography as Your Ultimate Digital Window Display 
 Tired of boring product shots? Transform your images from boring to eye catching where the most important details become the stars of the show. Discover the importance of product photography, and how it can be used as your own digital window display.

  Read More 
  TikTok E-commerce: How To Convert Fans to Customers for Digital Marketing Success 
TikTok isn’t just for dancing, it’s an opportunity to turn the people on the platform into your brand’s biggest cheerleaders. Read the 7 strategies to find out how.

  Read More 
  The Magic of Social Proof in Your Digital Marketing 
In the crazy world of digital marketing, social proof is the secret ingredient that gets heads turning, transforming products and services from “meh” to “must-have”. Find out how you can leverage social proof strategies!

  Read More 
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WHY CHOOSE 
 LIKEABLE LAB?


Looking for a digital marketing agency to elevate your online game? Meet Likeable Lab, your  newest ally to help your business thrive online.
We all know digital marketing can feel like a minefield, but this is where we have your back. With two agencies in New Zealand, located in Hamilton and Tauranga, we’re equipped with our secret sauce to add the A factor to your online marketing strategy.
What’s our secret sauce? Our team that makes sh*t happen! They’re the savviest digital marketing wizards on this side of the internet, staying one step ahead of the digital game and mastering the latest trends  before they even become trends.
The choice is obvious really. Choose Likeable Lab as your digital marketing agency. Let the thriving begin!
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Let's make some cool sh*t


Let's make some cool sh*t


   Let's Go!  


	     FACEBOOK 
	     INSTAGRAM 
	     LINKEDIN 
	     TIKTOK 



 Terms & Conditions 




Let's make some cool sh*t for the internet


Let's make some cool sh*t for the internet


Our team of digital strategists, design gurus, marketing marvels and web wizards can help you establish, develop, launch, grow, and take your digital marketing activity to infinity and beyond.
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